
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a manager, manufacturing. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for manager, manufacturing

Assist the Director of Operations with representing Allen Medical within the
GSC organization, to include, but not limited to
Review, recommend and/or approve the selection, training and development
of staff and reporting supervisors
Assure department compliance to governmental regulations requirements
(Military contract compliance)
Drive effective communication across the business on supply status
Design and develop manufacturing processes for new products, product
changes and enhancements, and related tooling and fixtures which are
consistent with a zero defect level low product cost
Coordinate work of Manufacturing engineers, assigned technicians and
consultants, as needed
Management of ME support for prototype and pilot production of new
products, product changes, and enhancements in coordination with R&D and
Quality Control functions
Work with product development staff and management to ensure that
products under development are optimally manufacturable and to resolve
manufacturing issues
Maintain GMP systems, including pre-production quality assurance, post
production GMP compliance in coordination with R&D, and Quality Assurance
functions
Supervises activities relating to catheter line optimization (in terms of
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Qualifications for manager, manufacturing

Must be able to travel to other LMI plants as needed
Must be able to work overtime and holidays as needed
BS degree in a technical field desirable.CIRM/CPIM certification a plus
Highly motivated & energized - able to function in a team-oriented electro-
optical manufacturing environment
Able to handle multiple tasks and competing demands in an effective manner
and focused to best meet customer demands
Possess effective written, verbal, and presentation skills


